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The Company has recently completed arrange
ments with a non-sch<?duled AIR COACH line which 
will enable employees to obtain special rates for 
members of their families or friends who wish to 
fly to or from Chicago or New York. One-way fare 
in either case is $50. Reservations may be made 
with Art Meyer in Personnel. Cash will be re
quired before tickets can be delivered.«««*•«

After a period of hibernation, the Suggestion 
System is again coming to life. Sparking the re w 
Committee will be Al Goldberg and Paul Grace, with 
others to be added later. All suggestions now on 
file and not previously acted upon will be re
viewed by the Committee. If you have a good

«««««« PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT ««««*«
SUGGESTION- put it in writing and turn it in! 
MORE ABOUT THIS IN FUTURE ISSUES.

This department has hod to keep pace with 
the growth of the rest of the TIGER organization 
by adding a Senior Clerk, DICK HOYT. Dick will 
handle all employment matters besides helping 
in other phases of personnel work. He was 
formerly in a personnel position with the CAA 
and majored in Industrial Relations at Loyola 
University and at U.S.C.
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The Flying Tiger Line Inc. 
Burbank, California

COMMENTS re CANTEEN; Some complaints, including 
a petition, have been received by this Depart
ment regarding the quality and prices of items 
served served in the Canteen. The present

LOS ANGELES & GENERAL SALES OFFICES,
Beck Row, L-R: Bill Staley, D. Howard, E. Ewart ( Pub. Rel.) Ike Lynn.
2nd Row, L-R: M. Cress, H. Kartin, K. Smith, L. Bullock, VI Bennett, T. Holmgren, M. Costa, Tania Lynn (Pub. Rel) 

B. Woodworth.
E. Kruttschnitt, Lola Robinson, Audrey Heil.

Jumping the Hurdle is George Cussen, over the top for $300,00 system revenue a month in 1950, heading for 
the next hurdle of ???????? in 1951.
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safely back in the Windy City.SALES REPORTS . .

By Katherine 11. Smith X

X X

-X- X

X X

Congratulations to BOE MCGEE (CHI) on his 
promotion to Senior Sales Representative. It took German 

She is of trans-

From the 13th Airborne Division ME has ac
quired a paratrooper - JOSEPH "BUD" SUTTER - 
new a.ddition to the sales force - Good hunt
ing End.

Deft Description by MARCIA SAI-ELSON (Faint) 
"She had a look that would drive a nail". <•.

is * » «

From SHIRLEY KRUEGER, ME, comes an expla
nation of the "Transparent Woman" mentioned 
in the January issue of TigeReview by Alba:-

We hear by sound-wave from GSO that our boy 
ART LOFTIS, in PEE, is doing a really nice 
job. Art is the sole sales sleuth at the 
Cheese State outpost.

k it

And to FRANK MAIN on his family reunion^ 
Frank has been trying to move his family 
from NY to CHI since last June. Finally, 
on December 13 he was given 5 days to pack 
7 rooms of furniture, 4 offspring snd one 
wife and to vacate to avoid beind sold with 
the home J With no place to go to in CHI 
an emergency move was made to "the folks" 
in Penn. The entire family arrived in 
Pittsburgh by air in a howling snowstorm 
at midnight. With no dogteams available 
the intrepid troup took to the trolley 
for surface delivery to Westview.

» it

« st

Said Dorothy Phillips (Bill Eartling’s 
Secretary) scanning the Wall St Journal: 
"I'm sure glad I ordered my Mercury before 
the price rise".
Marion Howell: "When did you order it?" 
Dorothy: " In Nineteen-Forty".'

« if

But, tha.t's not all. Returning to CHI, 
Frank left Pitts by TWA (free advertis
ing) at 3 a.m. Four horns later he awoke 
to find himself still over Pitts. (TWA 
can no doubt explain that one.') Eut what 
intrigues a Californian is that red hot 
slag from the steel furnaces was dumped 
on each end of the runways so the plane 
could land.(Was this for lighting or 
thawing purposes?) We understand the 
passenger lines have since been able 
to fly into CHI and that Frank and his 
family - now installed in an apartment 
practically in the lap of the A.A.F. are

EOE Burke (Phil) belongs to the "I-huvo-to 
think-fast Club". Recently in Rochester a 
certain TM asked "Do YOU use any of OUR 
Products?" "Sure", answered Bob - "Hickok 
Belts." Next came Yale & Towne with the same 
question. Promptly Bob replied "Certainly, 
Yale locks". Now, Bob wants to know, wha'll 
hoppen when he calls on the TM of the Baldwin 
Locomotive Co.

Thanks to JOE BAKER,foreman of shops,BUR, 
for a nice sales lead. Hearing that a 
sizeable shipment would originate EUF for 
LAX Joe turned the lead over to Gen Sales 
who TWX'd DAVE CRUICKSHANK,Buf. Prompt 
follow-up by Dave changed an abstract "Route 
Airfreight" to a definite "Route FTL". Re
sult a nice 1520 lb long-haul shipment - 
and a new customer for FTL. Nice teamwork 
Joe and Dave. NEXT ONE??? NOTE - - - - 
Gen. Sales Office is ROOM HO. 5 DUR

A minor traffic incident brought the police 
to Art's home the other night. On checking 
credentials (as one does with P.O's) it was 
found that both belonged to the same "fra
ternity" . The P .0. had served with the 
Tigers in India as a member of the ground 
force. His name - WILLIAM SCHENDEL - and 
he sends best wishes to EOE PRESCOTT and 
EILL BARTLIKG. P.S. The incident was settled 
out of court.'

The Transparent Woman (the only one in the 
U.S.) was made in Germany for the ME Health 
Museum. She arrived in NY by Am-Air then 
FTL to ME. Value $15,000. 
techs 5 years to build her. 
parent plastic, with all bones, arteries, 
veins, etc. visible. She is equipped with 
a voice and electric lights. As she turns 
on a pedestal she gives a talk on human 
anatomy illuminated by lights that flick on 
and off all along the system,
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ERNIE KRUTTSCHNITT, I AX, 
referring to THE THING.

.which appropriation 
has been transferred to the Defense Dept's

That shutterbug prowling around Rml is DOUG 
BUSH trying out his Xmas camera in a practi
cal way, snapping pix of damaged shipments. 
Not damaged by the Tigers of course. (How 
about a picture for the TigeReview of RML 
personnel at work Doug?)

iS iS iS iS

please note - we might get some business here,' two. 
Undoubtedly the transfer of funds will not be 
acted upon until the 83rd Congress. Ed).
ELIZABETH SCHROEDER (RML) celebrates one 
year with the Tigers come Feb Sth, and re
quests Toroatoe Sauce for the sardines at RML. 
The Ogles, Breyf & Repl, have merged offices 
and Liz says "Burbank you are not alone".

I your 2g- year old son fall out of a car and
i sustain a fractured skull. This happened
; back in Indiana where Bob's family is waiting
• transfer to Bur and Bob flew back during the 

Vie are glad to report that little 
That's the third one 

Lour reporter

. Which 
has nothing to do with the refreshments at

__________ ____________________TIGEREVIEW_____________________ Page 3 
"We didn't believe it until we saw it", said ’ PETE BLANCHARD is welcomed back on the job 

and I thought he was 
After osculating 

turkeys and transparent women,who knows what ’ 
we will be manifesting next? Anyway this 
Thing, complete with wheels and engine, turn
ed out to be a Flying Saucer, brainchild of 
The New Products Institute of America, Culver 
City, Calif., and bound via FTI. to CHI for 
exhibition at the Sth Street Theatre. (We 
hope that CHI will come forth with the why 
and wherefore of this exhibit since we were 
not able to find out more about it at Bur.
Speaking of Saucers - we quote from the Dec
ember 16 '50 edition of "AMERICAN AVIATION 
DULY", for your misinformation. "Today," 
it says, "for the first time Bell Aircraft 
revealed it had inadvertently had a flying 
saucer in production for several months...". 
It appears the company found itself practi
cally out of production back in '45 so decid-i 
ed to do something about the deplorable 
situation. Among various possible items for 
production they latched onto some aluminum 
pans and some model engines. 
Production lines were so laid out that about 
the center of the plant the items met and 
"somehow, somewhere, each pan came off the 
line with an engine installed". Before they 
got the matter under constrol "some 464S had 
been produced". Though the company says 
they "are out of production now..somehow the 
Saucer had been included on a production list 
and Congress had appropriated $8 billion ' emergency, 
for their manufacture.. .which appropriation ! BRUCE is recovering. 
I ' p i •„ '_k_ ~_p  D-j-'-’s j we have heard of recently. 
Incidental Expense Fund"..(EUF representative ' was unfortunately driving behind the other 

One was a small girl and the other a 
large dog. Both catapulted out of cars into 
a mess of traffic - so... Safety First! 

is » « ft
TOL dispatches just in by Carrier Pigeon! 
Our one-man station says Hello from Toledo 
and to make everyone in the Frigid Zone 
envious JIM MAYER tells us that Toledo just 
had a burst of 93° sunshine and daffodils are 
blooming profusely. If anyone wants to make 
something of that statement, just send it in!

ft ft « ft

It is rumoured we have a Sales Office in NY. 
We would like to hear from you in this COL. 
Meantime - --  Happy Shipping everyone.

ft ft ft ft

after his accident which kept him OS&D 
for several weeks. Pete is with BUCK'S 
EXPRESS.
Once in a lifetime it could happen! ART 
EREYFOGLE got his initials on his license 
plate this year. AB 94 84. Luclty Guy.

ft ft ft ft
LOLA ROBINSON (Gen Sales) spent an interest
ing (?) week-end celebrating her first wed
ding anniversary. With Robbie up in Fair- 
field Lola flew up to renew acquaintace. The 
COUPLE planned to visit SFO. However, the 
Bride neglected to get an off-base pass. 
The Groom had to work each day and evening 
and since HE was quartered in ECQ a mile 
away and SHE was assigned to transient 
nurses quarters, the only Eig Time they man
aged was Lunch at the Officers ' Club and one 
drink at same before closing time. At least 
that's what she tells us. However, she

; further reports that the SPIDERS at Fairfield 
i are all outsize and not the Quiet Type.
! the Club she insists....

«■ ft k ft
j Are you Car Door Conscious? If not you may
■ take it from EOE CRAWFORD, our Long Eeach
| representative, that its not funny to have
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cont'd.heard and Seen

In case I have slighted anyone,

««««»

Beware of those icy & 
Even with a heater.

J. H.
J. F.

R. CAMPATO
GWYNN
STUDER

HEARD AND SEEN 
by

Shelly Green I SEE that EVELYN FLETCHER, Tabulating Depart
ment, is back on the job, after suffering a 
near concussion in an automobile accident. 
Glad you're OKEH now, Evelyn.

I HEAR that DICK YUNG, Tabulating Department, 
has now moved into his new home in Canoga 
Park. We hope this unusual weather we are 
having will net wash away the new Lawn, Dick.

EDNA WET1ENGEL, one of our telephone operators, 
has been having quite a miserable time. She 
returned from one hospital a week ago, and 
was rushed back to another one yesterday.
Hope you recover soon, Edna - and feel better 
than ever before.

Here we go with the monthly FIVE-YEAR roster. 
We're very proud of them all.

W. A. MARGRAVE
F. FERLAZZA

please believe 
me when I say that it is unintentional, and 
it would be sincerely appreciated if you 
would tell me about it so that I may adjust 
our records accordingly.

««««»
I HEAR THAT Wedding Bells are ringing in the 

Purchasing Department. When will the knot 
be tied - and who's the lucky girl?

I HEAR that R. BENNETT, Leadman in the Radio 
Department, will rroceed to Newark this

CONT’D -PAGE 5...

BOB BENNETT, Radio Department, is on the new 
car list. He expects his Ford to be deliver
ed shortly.

VEVA TEMPLE, the Payroll gal whom we always 
love to see, has a new assistant - KRYSTYNA 
HAUGEN. There's a lot of hard work there, 
Krystyna!Our favorite indoor sport lately has been 

to watch the daily FTL stock quotation on 
the board provided by our former ace pilot, 
"Duke Hedman. He is now helping the DOW- 
JONES averages - and the Company stock - 
attain new all-time highs through his assoc
iation with the investment house of FA.CIFIC 
Company of California. Just seems that 
whether it's an airplane or the stock market, 
Duke makes 'em fly high! Anyhow, the stock 
has crept up, inch by inch or eighth by 
eighth, to reach the current magnificent 
high of SEVEN! Oh, HAFFY DAY!

ETTA BAEDEKER - wants to thank everyone here 
for the helpfulness and courtesy they ex
tended to her when she was alone on the 
switchboard for one solid week. As we all 
know, the work on our board has increased 
tremendously, and to handle it singly is no 
small feat. Our thanks to you, too Etta, for 
doing a grand job.

I SEE that DICK HOYT is now a member of the 
of the Personnel Department, as an interview
er. Happy to have you aboard, sir.*«««»

I HEAR that BILL CHOSE, Tabulating Department, 
has a new home only a block or so from Dick 
Yung's. "OH, NY ACHING BACK" may be appli
cable, Bill - that is, if you do much 
gardening.

I HEAR that PAUL GRACE and family are heading 
eastward on a short vacation. While back 
there they'll pick up a new Mercury and drive 
it out to the Uoast. 
snowbound roads, Paul, 
it's p-l-e-n-t-y cold!

«*«««
I HEAR that E. ARROWSMITH, Leadman in the Radio 

Department, is on an inspection tour of FTL 
bases to see if Radio Maintenance car be 
improved. Also, if any major radio problems 
exist, he's there to help.

«««««
IN CASE YOU'VE been wondering about the status 

of our FTL sponsored bowling team MARIE 
MILLER, of Purchasing, says that they are 
now in second place, with two teams tied for 
first. So far, FRANK WHITE, of Accounting, 
has been the only visitor to cheer them on. 
How about it, people? If your're near HOLLY- 
MONT BOWLING AILEY some evening, stop and 
lend moral support, huh?
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"THE PASS WORD IS INHALE"

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

by
Alba Mungo.

Accounting
; for
Ac countin g...cont'd...

TAKE A LOOK at the January 27th issue of the 
SATEVEFOST - P. I48, for a picture of a 
Flying Tiger Line Plane.

ACCOUNTING
for

ACCOUNTING

Heard and Seen
Continued from Page 4. • • •
month to set up a radio shop there and hire a 
radio mechanic.

The New Year's started on It's way; the old 
one far behind.

May the NEW bring Happiness, the Old One 
failed to find....

««««#

I HEAR that J. HIRSCH, of Radio, has a new Dodge 
Congratulations on your foresight, sir. New 
cars may be hard to get in the future.

«««««

And you must have a Road Map before you can 
begin.

Now pack up all of your supplies, water and 
food stuff.

Bring your tank of oxygen, because we haven't 
much.

Where there is barely room for two, you'll 
find we've three or four.

But most of you have guessed this, from our 
bulging door.

Yet you'll find us calm and happy, and busy as 
can be.

If you don't believe me, come on in and see.
If you have taken all the cautions mentioned 

heretofore,
You are always welcome to venture through our 

door.....

The first three weeks of January showed 
many changes being made; for one, we have a 
New Comptroller- Mr. Ralph Stump, who moved up 
to the front office as Assistant to the Treasurer 
is succeeded by Mr. R. C. Sims.

Mr. Sims at one time served as Comptroller 
for Drayer-Hansen, Inc. of Los Angeles, and Ken- 
nametal, Inc. He also operated his own auto 
parts business at one time. We want to extend 
our congratulations to both Mr. Stump and Mr. 
Sims in their new jobs.

««)!«««
Joyce Neuenschwander is a new addition to 

Accounting. She will take over Mary Margaret 
Baumgartner's duties as file clerk. Mary Mar
garet plans to leave the Tigers sometime in 
February to go back home to Indiana. We sure 
wish Mary loads of luck on her trip home.

*«««««

If the increase in personnel keeps up in Account
ing, we will soon have to split up into a day 
shift and night shift to get everyone in the 
department.... To the situation, as it exists, 
I dedicate the following poem;

OUR Inspection Department is becoming "family 
conscious". DOROTHY ELDER'S spouse is work
ing in the Radio Department, and EARL NICKEL- 
SROY's brother-in-law is also laboring for 
FTL. Happy to have you with us.

THE RADIO DEPARTMENT has three new employees- 
R. Shrode, N. Goodwin and R. Mayfield, bring
ing the total employed in that department to 
twenty-four,

As you near the threshold cf our Accounting door, 
You'd never guess the wonders that you have in 

store.
You'll have to know the pass word before we let 

you in,

Another addition to Accounting is Don John
son, who is taking over some of Wally Parker's 
duties. Don is just recently graduated from 
Sawyer's Business College. He is originally 
from Minnesota, but has lived in California for 
eight years.

Well, that's all until the TIGER passes in 
Review again...

It seems we have had a bride groom among us 
for some time and I didn't find out about it 
until just a week or so ago. Frank White was 
married about a week before Christmas. Best 
Wishes from All of Us,Frank. ...

«««*««
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BLOCK & TACKLE(D) block and tackle (d) cont’d

BY

- E. Kennison

* 53; it is it «i: it it

No tracks of steel ours
Nor congested highways- 
We measure time in hours
As we fly the skyways’
Shorter routes to city mart
The cargo goes skyward 
Traffic's modern counterpart 
Becomes todays by-word.

Tiger kittens at RML: Small fry Jerry Trott 
came to the field one day with his dad, toy
trumpet in one hand and pistol in the other. 
When dad said, "Give it to 'em, Jerry!" - that 
desperado complied - walked over to Elaine and 
gave her the gun. Kept his trumpet, tho' -ns 
probably figured if things got smoky, he could 
blow...

Looks lil e snow news is sad news around CHI 
area - all you have to do to whip up a bliz
zard is buy a new car. Just ask Agent Sam 
Cravatta. Took his new pride & Joy to weekend 
in Savannah. Comes Sunday, comes Blizzard, 
comes Sam back via train. The Fosters literally 
plowed their way home from visiting in southern 
Illinois - followed the snow-plow all the way, 
Pop, flock and harrowed.

called to active service February 2. After a 
month's training at the Detroit - Wayne Major 
Airport, he will transfer to Luke Field, Ariz. 
March 1. I'erb enlisted in the Air Cadets - 
does not expect to be called until sometime in 
July. Speaking of Herb Nieman, it seems he 
turned up as "Herman" in last Tigereview. Kath
erine Smith tackled the block last issue (and 
very neatly, too) and she wasn't familiar with, 
all the names of our operations - hence Herman 
heaved-ho — hope Herb hisn't hostile - hey?

itiSitititititititiS

The skybirds fly their course 
Spanning the nation's skies 
Adding another great force 
To America, traffic-wise!

Sorry to see so many of our shining stations 
among the missing as this Review goes to press. 
We certainly hope we'll receive your news in 
plenty of time for next issue. That means in 
our hands by February' 25 - REPEAT, 25.....Till we meet again ...  OVIR AND OUT.

PHL REPORTS signs of gradually turning into a 
center for traveling goats - shipping them out 
at the rate of one a week. We're happy to re
port that the anticipating goat of last month 
arrived destination in time for "proper 
delivery."

ititisisititititisis
Our BUR Cargo Handlers are now in the State of 
the Union. Only reason that news didn't 
appear sooner was because of a personnel shift 
here in the Department. (Typing shift included.)

Contrib for the Poets' corner comes from Bob 
Burke of PHL - quoth he:

CARGO PLANES

The "Uncle Sam Wants YOU" finger has also put 
the whammy on Russ Park and Herb Nieman of RLM. 
Rus, full-time cargo handler, will be leaving 
Tigers for the 107th Fighter Group (Nat'l Guard) 
located there on the field. They are being

itititifiSit

Small Timmy Mulvaney, Pilot Hal's future co
pilot, starts out early - he brings his little 
red airplane right with him. Nothing like 
being set to go if Fop needs extra wings real 
quick.

ins# £-«»««««
"Oh, that's nothing!" rejoins CLE, "You had 
snow, we HADACOL" — 15,000 pounds of it. 
Seems Hadacol's trucks were delayed because 
of s torm, so LeBlanc Industries chartered a 
plane to bring the stuff from IND to CLE to be 
there in time for their CLE show, starring 
Jimmy Durante. Newspaper and radio people 
were there to meet the ship - CLE feared the 
Hadacol might freeze, but found it contains 
12^ alcohol. Hm, how we wonder- if the TOTAL 
15,000 pounds arrived for the show — appro
priately enhanced by the Durante proboscis?

NEW FACES AT CHI: Martin B. Wise, Elie Wilson 
and Leon Morris. Wei- come into the Tiger's 
Cage, fellas - we like large families.

AT CLE: Thomas Greer and Bud Whitney are both 
buying new homes. Nice going!

Bud Donofry of PHL expects to leave the com
pany for the Navy come March 1 - he received 
orders he will be out of Reserves and into 
the regulars at that time.

it it is intuit it it«
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by

-Thelma Goodman-

He has now join- 
The I'aint.

HAVE TWO MOKE boys to Welcome into the ETL fam
ily- Pilots K. Douglas and 0. Charp - Douglas 
has been in the Air Freight business before 
with non-scheds and Sharp was an all weather 
Test Pilot with Sperry.
EWR AGAIN IN AM UPHEAVAL: 
(cont'd on next rape......

a Day?
•s ‘

A new Section to the flight Dept, has been add
ed - Crew Control. Duties will be to set up the 
crews for the whole system; the boys will sit 
in BUR and tell EWR what crews will take which 
flite and where to - Course there will be other 
duties, but rite now they arc busy learning 
FTL system - we welcome Wald, Wheaton, Rasmus
sen, Dennis to FTL family.

Dispatched another

Rummagin Around
THE READY ROOM

I j
I

Mary Ann and we wish to report at this time that 
Kay, Red and Mary Ann are doing fine.«««
O.C. "Stubby" Stubbs is back with us at BUR oncei 
again aftei' having sparkplugged the crew at I 
Tokyo for the past 6 months. Welcome Home.Stubbyl 

■#### i

by- janet olson-
That sigh of relief that I gave at midnite on 
NEW YEAR didn't last very long - January turn
ed out just as busy as any other month and the 
frate just rolled in so fast we really had to 
spread the pilots very thin to finish out the 
month. THINGS ARE GOING TO BE DIFFERENT AROUND 
HERE--- -SO WE HEAR.

As I report in for the paper, we are in the 
midst of a SHIFT CHANGE involving over 500 men. 
Brother! how this Dept, 'does grow. It is be
coming more apparent all the time that we can 
no longer make the claim of being "A SMALL AIR
LINE" trying to struggle along. Only hope that I 
all TIGERS get the lift I do out of seeing muchoj 
airplanes on the line, 3 shifts going at a speed-1 
ing pace, and the way PERSONNEL is crowded all I 
the time with applicants for employment.
"Red"Duehren presented us with a new TIGERETTE i 
last Sunday morning. She is a 9# girl named

Introducing to the Westcoast our NEW corres
pondent... JILL McCormick.... .
Haven't met Jill myself, but hear tell she is 
a high jumper when it comes to getting to the 
TWX from the crew room. Jill was hired as 
Link Trainer in EWR, but like all good FTL em
ployees, she jumped in to do a job wherever it 
was to be done - such as alerting and dispatch
ing crews for domestic and OVERSEAS flights. 
Can't really give you a good description of her 
but think she is 5 ft. 4 in. and interested in 
anything connected with flying. My THANKS, to 
you Jill, for the following news:
EWR Quandary - Lapse time approx. 10 mins.2355 
Dec. 31 to 0005 Jan. 1 - did not know whom to 
contact for Flite Operations decision - Chief 
Pilot/1950 Capt. R. Souers or C.P^/.^ Goldsmith. 
EWR WELCOMED BACK to the Domestic run Capt's G. 
Myer and D. Buskey - both reported bright-eyed 
and sun-tanned. Each went thru a sudden trans- 
ition - Capt. Myer walked smack-dab into the 
Dec. rush and until the Nev Year wished he had 
in peaceful Bermuda. Capt. Buskey didn’t hit 
the Domestic turmoil until Jan. and then it was 
not enough for him to have Domestic checks -he 
even had CAA Farinacci ride back with him from 
CHI to EWR - guess both boys are back to the 
realistic side of LIFE...

We have lost some more of our Flight Line boys 
to the Tokyo Lift, namely Harold Cerniway, Doug : 
Laviolette, Bill Burney, Howard Chalupsky, 
Les Merril, and at this sitting, George Mansffeld' 
is about to depart for HONOLULU.

Andy Dubon departed into the "Wild Blue Yonder" 
once again on C-54, 548. This boy really gets 
around. We're doing good if we can hang onto 
him for 2 weeks at a time, however, we're glad 
to see Andy maintain the goodwill for Mainten
ance. Good Luck, Andiz!
No.11 and 12 C-46's are ready for ferry from 
Pyote to Burbank. Eddie Taesch and his boys are 
doing a wonderful job. We now have 6 of the 
Pyote aircraft on our domestic run
Congratulations to John Grago! 
ed the ranks of the "Married Set". 
Dept, extends BEST WISHES to John & his Bride.

Did you know that our Tokyo Lift ships are get
ting a maximum utilization of over 14 Hrs

WHS 
"Kenny"0usman and Art Evans are enjoying Vac.

This is about it for now. It takes a little 
time to shift change 550 men and am promising 
to do better in the next issue. 'EYE, for now.
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The Ready Room ., cor.t'd from page 7. J. Olson-

to dispatching.

Notes from the •■•

«««««««*

«««««»««

Glad to report that Oakley Smith is back flying 
and that Ed Lowe is progressing nicely with his 
broken arm.

The busy month of January brought pilots from 
EWR and Den into Home Base for the first time. 
Bob Powers, Frank Hawkins - EWR and Gil Foster 
Joe Bynum - DEN.

-DENVER NEWS-
Have you heard the latest rumor?

second boy and third child, so they are to be 
CONGRATULATED.

paper???) Bob collects rocks and belongs to
Club, that hunts rocks, so
terest our readers if he gave us an account 
the deal.

If you stop by the Muzinich residence you will 
hear a wee cry once in a while from the very 
small MISS that has come to mal e her home there.

Operators have been notified of these complaints 
and have stated that they will do their utmost 
to improve conditions. In the meantime, they 
will remain on probation for a reasonable per
iod to prove themselves. For further informa
tion, see your bulletin board.

After much waiting the Ewalds had a nice big 
boy come to stay at their house. This is their >

SECURITY REGULATIONS - More severe security 
regulations have been imposed on us by the Air 
Force which will drastically change the present 
system of parking cars inside the gate. The 
number of individuals permitted car passes will 
be reduced and more rigidly controlled. Ef
fective MONDAY morning, FEBRUARY 12, ALL PRESENT 
CAR PASSES WILL BECOME INVALID. Prior to that 
date, new type passes will be issued to those 
ind.-’ iduals eligible for them. The outside 
parking lot has recently been improved and 
additional guard protection will be provided... 
One more effect of the present NATIONAL EMERG
ENCY.

Do you have any spare time? Can you punch holes" 
Can you pull manuals? We only have the INTER
NATIONAL FLIGHT OPERATIONS Manual - NAVIGATOR'S 
Manual - RADIO OPERATOR'S Manual - PURSER'S 
Manuel - C-4.6 Manual .... and last but not least 
the DOMESTIC OPERATIONS Manual - all to be pull
ed and put into binders -- with NO place to
work. HELP US-is the word from Marion, C-rayce, 
Dick, Art, Tim, and even June cud use some help 
in that department.

*««»«««««?

T I G E R E V T E V

Am asking each pilot for one interesting enroute: 
item for the paper for next month, so get busy i 
boys, and have all items in not later than Feb. , 
23rd. Bye now....
(OOPS..MORE ROOM - More Rummaging. - ed.)

****** PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT ******* 
cont'd from, 
page 1...

Art Meyer, Personnel Director, has gone to 
Washington, D. C. on Company business.( In 
THIS below-zero weather, Mr. Meyer?)

Atlantic Flite Friday, Jan. 19. Ey the time the 
BUR personnel had been processed thru obtaining 
German Visas, getting checks cashed and EWR Capt. 
Korty and co-pilot Gass had received check rides, 
the 19th was well into the LAST HOURS. We then 
on-loaded freight and personnel, battened down 
the hatch and stood by to wave goodbye. LOW and 
BEHOLD - there was no fire ax or very-pistol! 
Where to find those items at that time of night? 
In the meantime dispatched the plane to KIDL, 
did much phoning end with the usual FTL ingenuity | 
managed to obtain requested items and get #548 
merrily on it's way - Once again we settle down 

EWR - CHI or EWR - BOS and ret.

Hear tell that 
Bob MARTIN, our DEN correspondent fell down on 
his last ROCK HUNTING TRIP up the Rocky Mts. and 
broke both arms.(is it true, Bob?)...,.(Or were 
you too busy flying to get some news in for the ; 
------- t>-x. —------------—j ----- i-) a 1 

thought it might in- ’ 
on 

How about Trudy doing the writing?

I 
1 Nick Ventresca from AVE was in town on business i 

and stopped by to give us the latest news on 
the Haywood, Groh and Barlow families. All is 
well in Bermuda and AVE is fast becoming an 
airline.

The R.R. ...cont'd.


